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		Welcome to Packaging the Brand, a book that will introduce you to the design
	
		and creation of packaging as it forms part of the product branding process.
	
		This book aims to explore the many different ways by which brands come
	
		to be packaged and to consider the design processes that are undertaken
	
		to achieve this. Packaging and branding are sometimes treated as separate
	
		disciplines, with packaging being primarily about how a product is protected
	
		and contained, and branding about how a product’s characteristics will be
	
		communicated to consumers. Yet, if we take a closer look, it quickly becomes
	
		obvious that these disciplines are in fact very much entwined.
	


	
		Packaging and its design has come to play an increasingly prominent
	
		role in the branding exercise as the scope and extent of branding has grown;
	
		it is no longer merely concerned with the need to contain and protect a
	
		product. Packaging has become more sophisticated as a result and today plays
	
		a key part in the brand communication process; for many product groups,
	
		packaging has become a fundamental element of the brand statement, if not
	
		the defining one.
	


	
		Packaging the Brand will provide you with a comprehensive insight
	
		into the packaging design process, from initial research to developing brand
	
		concepts and the brand message, through to execution of the design idea
	
		and fi nally, production of the packaging itself. The book uses real examples
	
		commissioned from contemporary design studios to give you valuable insights
	
		into how the exciting process of packaging design takes place in practice and
	
		to show you the social and cultural variations that exist around the world.
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Visual Basic 2005: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
To bring you up to speed with Visual Basic 2005, this practical book offers  nearly 50 hands-on projects. Each one explores a new feature of the language,  with emphasis on changes that can increase productivity, simplify programming  tasks, and help you add new functionality to your applications. You get the  goods straight from the masters in an...
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Geometric Problems on Maxima and MinimaBirkhauser, 2005
Questions of maxima and minima have great practical significance, with applications to physics, engineering, and economics; they have also given rise to theoretical advances, notably in calculus and optimization. Indeed, while most texts view the study of extrema within the context of calculus, this carefully constructed problem book takes a...
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BGP Design and ImplementationCisco Press, 2003
Learn practical guidelines for designing and deploying a scalable BGP routing architecture

	Up-to-date coverage of BGP features like performance tuning, multiprotocol BGP, MPLS VPN, and multicast BGP
	In-depth coverage of advanced BGP topics to help design a complex BGP routing architecture
	Practical...
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Real World XML Web Services: For VB and VB .NET DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2002
"You are holding in your hands my favorite book on Web services and .NET. What else can I say? Buy this book now, and be prepared for a new way of coding!" 
—Keith Ballinger, Program Manager for XML Web Services, Microsoft

"If you've been searching for a book that goes beyond the...
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The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 3 Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	Since Lightroom first launched, Scott Kelby's The Lightroom Book for Digital Photographers has been the world's #1 best-selling Lightroom book. In this latest version for Lightroom 3, Scott uses his same step-by-step, plain-English style and layout to make learning Lightroom easy and fun. Scott doesn't just show you which...
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Implementing Application Frameworks: Object-Oriented Frameworks at WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	This book is for anyone who wants to implement large-scale software reuse through
	object-oriented (00) application frameworks. Its purpose is to help the reader understand
	one of the hottest technologies related to software reuse-frameworks-and provide
	guidelines for making decisions about this technology. Decision makers such as...
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